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Hartwood Acres, one of nine parks within the Allegheny County Parks system, boasts rolling
grounds, oak forest and trails, a picturesque Tudor Revival mansion, and a sculpture collection
almost four decades in the making. Situated between Indiana and Hampton townships in
Southwestern Pennsylvania, the land had been purchased by John and Mary Flinn Lawrence
as a country estate in the early twentieth century. Allegheny County purchased the property,
including the mansion and 629 acres, in 1969. Following the death of Mary Flinn Lawrence, it
opened to the public as a county park in 1976. To complement the new park’s extensive
grounds, the county created walking and hiking trails and an outdoor amphitheater for
performances. In time, thirteen sculptures would be acquired and installed throughout the
sprawling grounds. 1
The first vision for public art as part of Hartwood Acres appeared within two years of the
park’s opening. One of the earliest proposals for the park’s development, a 1978 report
commissioned by the Allegheny Conference for Community Development, recommended
that the site feature contemporary sculpture. 2 Beginning in 1979 and extending into the
1980s, the park installed eleven sculptures by nationally- and internationally-renowned
artists, many of whom had works in other museum and sculpture collections across the
country. Works by Tillie Speyer (1889-1979) and Lila Katzen (1932-1998) were sited in the first
year, with work by Betty Gold (b. 1935), Jack Youngerman (b. 1929), Ron Bennett (1942-2007),
and Lyman Kipp (1929-2014) installed by the early 1980s. 3 By the mid-1990s, an additional
five sculptures were added, comprising works by artists Fletcher Benton (1931-2019), Peter
Forakis (1927-2009), David Hayes (1931-2013), Clement Meadmore (1929-2005), and Charles
Ginnever (1931-2019). Two additional sculptures by Stanley Boyd Spotts (birth and death
dates unknown) and David von Schlegell (1920-1992), also made of metal, were added in the
following decades, bringing the total sculptures in the collection to thirteen. 4
Upon driving up the main road to enter the park, one can see the giant rings of Benton’s Ring
Series, Gold’s Monumental Holistic Image IV, and the abstract red trapezoids flanking a blue
steel pillar in Kipp’s Manly. Further up the road from Kipp’s piece is Bennett’s Cloudt and

Youngerman’s colorful series Totem:Lamina:Limbus. 5 On the grounds surrounding the
mansion are von Schlegell’s North Light, Meadmore’s Hence, Katzen’s Coronet: Homage to
David Smith, and Speyer’s Large Snail. Near the amphitheater, Ginnever’s Stretch frames the
landscape directly across from Hayes’ Large Escargot. Nestled in the woods along a hiking trail
is Forakis’ blue-colored Mobius Trip X. 6
As a whole, the Hartwood Acres sculpture collection typifies Minimalism and is evidence of a
marked visual and conceptual shift from more traditional forms of public art in the region. 7 An
international movement from the latter half of the twentieth century, Minimalism was
characterized by large-scale, abstract sculptures, primarily of steel and aluminum,
professionally fabricated from the artist’s detailed drawings. 8 Of the eleven original sculptures
in the Hartwood Acres collection, ten follow this model and were acquired by high profile,
Pittsburgh-based art professionals and patrons. Four of these sculptures were donated to
Hartwood Acres by a steel magnate-turned-art patron and fabricated in a shop in Donora,
Pennsylvania. Even those that may not have been regionally produced are evidence of the
close ties between art, industry, and steel fabrication in the Pittsburgh region and beyond. 9
The Hartwood Acres collection thus advances the broader conversation about public art
commissioning, not least because it features three women sculptors, two of whom worked in
steel – a relative rarity in a medium, and movement, dominated by male artists.
The Minimalist movement first emerged in America with artists such as Sol LeWitt (19282007), Tony Smith (1912-1980), and Donald Judd (1928-1994), all of whom are represented by
works in the Pittsburgh region. 10 Two of the earliest extant Minimalist works in Pittsburgh are
Cubed Tension by Sylvester Damianos (b. 1933) of 1969 and Light Up by Tony Smith of 1971. 11
In the mid-1970s, additional works of contemporary sculpture were introduced into the city’s
urban fabric. Through the Sculpturescape program during the 1977 Three Rivers Arts Festival,
artists John Henry (b. 1943), Kenneth Snelson (1927-2016), Meadmore and Youngerman were
commissioned to create site-specific works made of aluminum, Cor-ten steel, stainless steel,
and glass. 12 The artists worked with local companies such as Levinson Steel Company,
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, and U.S. Steel, who provided materials as well as
fabrication and installation services for the artworks. According to Alice Snyder, who chaired
the program, “The Festival’s aim was to bring significant outdoor monumental sculpture to

Pittsburgh and to link Pittsburgh industry, labor, students, and locally produced materials
directly with the artist in a community project.” 13 The concentration of steel, aluminum, and
glass industries in Pittsburgh was critical to the success of this endeavor, as was the long local
history of industrialists-turned-art philanthropists, dating from the time of Andrew Carnegie
and Henry Clay Frick. Indeed, as artist John Henry stated in 1977, “I think the large sculpture
movement is very important – in what it says about America and its industrial heritage. And
Pittsburgh is such a natural place for this to occur.” 14 As a result of this program, Henry’s
Pittsburgh, Snelson’s Forest Devil, Meadmore’s Up and Away, and Youngerman’s The Ohio were
installed in locations across the city in 1977. 15
Before the advent of Minimalism in the city, as journalist Ann Daly wrote in 1983, “the history
of contemporary sculpture in Pittsburgh [was] short.” 16 In the city and surrounding region,
public art was typified by traditional monuments to figures such as George Washington,
Christopher Lyman Magee, and George Westinghouse, as well as by memorials to veterans
and military conflicts, such as Charles Keck’s Maine Monument of 1914 and Allen Newman’s
Doughboy of 1921. These works were joined by other traditional forms of public art, including
allegorical sculpture and neoclassical elements integrated into local architecture. In
counterpoint to this traditionalism and encouraged by the adoption of Minimalist works in
Pittsburgh through Sculpturescape, key players at Hartwood Acres set their sights on
acquiring works by artists working in the movement. Carol Brown, then serving as the director
of Allegheny County’s Bureau of Cultural Programs, was directly involved in the development
of the sculpture collection. 17 In a recent interview, Brown explained that the first acquisition
for the collection was spurred by the passing of local artist Tillie Speyer in 1979. Brown, who
had long been interested in Speyer’s Carrara marble work Large Snail, thought it would be an
attractive addition to the park’s settings. 18 Following the donation of Speyer’s sculpture,
Brown worked with Leon Arkus, director of the Carnegie Museum of Art from 1969 until 1980,
to survey the park for sculpture locations and discuss possible commissions and acquisitions
from contemporary artists for the collection. 19
Another critical team member in the establishment of Hartwood Acres’ sculpture collection
was Sidney Feldman, a Carnegie Museum of Art board member and owner of Tygart Steel. 20
Based in McKeesport, Pennsylvania, Tygart Steel also had locations in Donora, Pennsylvania

and the state of California, and was known for working with artists to develop large-scale
metal sculpture for outdoor spaces. Feldman was an art collector and patron in his own right
and sought out artists to make new monumental works of public sculpture in collaboration
with Tygart Steel. The company donated materials and provided critical services such as
fabrication, transportation, and installation at no cost to artists, removing financial and
logistical barriers to creating these works at scale. 21
At Feldman’s direction, the company worked with Gold, Katzen, Ginnever, and Benton to
fabricate and install their sculptures at Hartwood. These four works were produced by Clifford
Lacey in a welding and fabrication shop in Donora, Pennsylvania. 22 Although it is unclear
whether Lacey was a direct employee or outside contractor for Tygart Steel, the company
engaged his fabrication services and connected him to the artists. Working from the artists’
detailed drawings and cardboard models, Lacey created maquettes, scaled at one inch to one
foot, to test the strength and stability of each sculpture prior to full scale production.
Sculptures fabricated in Lacey’s shop were then transported to Hartwood Acres and installed
at Tygart Steel’s expense. 23
Betty Gold collaborated with Lacey and Tygart Steel to produce multiple artworks for
different sites around the United States. 24 According to Lacey, Gold was one of his favorite
artists. 25 Her Monumental Holistic Image IV of 1980, one of the first sculptures visible upon
entry to Hartwood Acres, was fabricated by Lacey out of welded steel and painted a bright
yellow as per the artist’s direction. The 7.5 ton sculpture consists of a rectangle that has been
cut apart and recombined. Gold followed a similar process for all of her monumental
sculptures, first cutting and assembling a model of the structure in paper and cardboard. The
model would then be used as a guide for the fabrication of the work out of metal at a
monumental scale. 26
Prior to meeting Feldman at an exhibition of her art in Colorado in the 1970s, none of Gold’s
works had been produced at the scale she envisioned. Their meeting was fortuitous for both
Gold’s career and the Hartwood Acres collection, as Feldman supported the production of
one of Gold’s large-scale works every year for a decade, including her piece at Hartwood
Acres. In each instance, Feldman donated materials, fabrication, and installation services.
Gold’s artwork at Hartwood Acres is a testament to the critical relationship between art and

industry, as large-scale metal works were otherwise cost prohibitive for independent artists
who often worked without the support of institutions. Indeed, Gold credits Feldman with
launching her career. 27
Feldman’s support of Gold is particularly noteworthy given the difficulties faced by women
seeking to work in large-scale metal sculpture, who were often excluded from opportunities
to work in a medium seen as the domain of male artists. 28 As noted by Lila Katzen in an
interview with Cindy Nemser in 1975, “I remember once a woman artist who I respect very
much said to me, ‘It’s bad enough that I am a painter working in a man’s world but you as a
sculptor are really entering an area the men consider out of bounds.’” Katzen continued,
“There is a type of male who believes his physical prowess, sweat, and ability to pick up
weights and throw the hammer is the sign of the great sculptor. This attitude automatically
excludes women. Yet this idea that physical prowess makes the sculptor is really a myth.
Throughout history, the great sculptors had helpers, assistants, students. This is a myth that
has been put on women to keep them out.” 29 In the face of this pervasive sexism, the
Hartwood Acres collection is notable for containing the work of three female artists. 30
Katzen’s Coronet: Homage to David Smith was one of the first metal sculptures added to
Hartwood Acres’ collection, following closely behind Speyer’s Large Snail in 1979. 31 A two-part
rolled steel sculpture, Katzen’s monumental work was meant to be touched, sat upon, and
walked through. 32 Katzen, like Gold, profited from Feldman’s support and received fabrication
and installation services from Tygart Steel for this and other works in collections across the
country. 33
Youngerman, Meadmore, and Bennett also benefited from the support of Tygart Steel.
Youngerman’s sculptural group, Totem:Lamina:Limbus, was produced by Feldman but went
on view in Central Park, New York, for six months in 1981 before arriving at Hartwood Acres
later that year. 34 The circumstances of its original commissioning and the decision-making
that brought it from New York to Southwestern Pennsylvania are unclear. 35 However, it is
likely that Lacey fabricated Totem:Lamina:Limbus, given Feldman’s patronage of the work. 36
Although the provenance of Meadmore’s and Bennett’s works at Hartwood is indeterminate,
Feldman assisted in the fabrication and installation of sculptures by both artists in other
locations across the country. Feldman supported the production of a smaller version of

Meadmore’s Hence that was exhibited at Olympia Galleries in Philadelphia in 1973, showing
that Feldman was aware of Meadmore’s work even before Hartwood began amassing its
collection. 37 In regard to Bennett, Lacey is credited with fabricating Renascence (1980) located
at the Pittsburgh International Airport. Unfortunately, no records on the production process
for Cloudt, Bennett’s work at Hartwood Acres, have been found. 38
The provenance of the sculptures by Forakis, Hayes, and Kipp is unknown. It is likely that
these sculptures followed the prevailing production model for artists working in large-scale
metal sculpture during the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, and were fabricated by professional
metalworkers based on detailed drawings from the artists. The works by Spotts and von
Schlegell were not part of the original collection and were installed in the early 2000’s and
2017, respectively. Although the circumstances of the commissioning and installation of the
Spotts sculpture are unknown, the von Schlegell work was donated to Allegheny County in
2017 by Oxford Development Company, following the sale of One Oxford Centre, where the
sculpture had been displayed since its creation in 1982. 39
Taken together, the sculpture collection at Hartwood Acres is evidence of the collaboration
between local industry, artists, patrons, and institutions that was necessary to create largescale public art in the latter half of the twentieth century. At a time when the majority of the
sculpture in the Pittsburgh area consisted of traditional works of public art, Hartwood Acres
leveraged other regional efforts such as Sculpturescape to establish a center for the
commissioning, acquisition and display of contemporary sculpture. It became one of the
largest outdoor collections of Minimalist public art in the region, extending the Minimalist
movement from Pittsburgh into the surrounding Southwestern Pennsylvania landscape. To
protect this legacy, the sculptures will be undergoing restoration in 2019 and 2020 and will
be re-sited as part of a new sculpture garden plan. In the future, opportunities for engaging
contemporary public art practices will enhance Hartwood Acres’ legacy as a cultural park and
further establish the park as a regional destination.
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